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Group Integration to Create Innovation

 Bundle functions into large units




Redefine the entire group companies as one business
entity
Not cling to the legal format of the entity

 Mixing for chemical reactions



Provide stimuli
Generate fresh ideas for innovation

 Unbundle and Re-bundle




Re-create value added to customers as current business
models can create limited additional values
Optimize human resources, organization and function from
the Group wide perspectives
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Technology to Promote Innovation

 Value of existing financial industry
itself is being questioned due to
market penetration of non-financial
players and emergence of Fintech
players
 Evolution of technology like Fintech
leads to changing ourselves and to
allow us to adopt such changes
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Todayʼs Topics
Group Organization Strategy and Group Business Strategy
Innovation : Business and Infrastructure Supporting our Businesses
I

Group Management and Productivity Enhancement by Shinsei Bank Group

IV Group Business Strategy to Generate New Business Opportunities

Digital Strategy of Shinsei Bank Group
Deployment: Innovation of Customer Experience Value
II Data Strategy of Shinsei Bank Group
III Strategy for Interface and Contents
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Disclaimer
• The preceding description of Shinseiʼs Medium-Term Management Plan contains forward-

looking statements regarding the intent, belief and current expectations of our
management with respect to our financial condition and future results of operations.
These statements reflect our current views with respect to future events that are subject
to risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Should one or more of these risks or
uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, our actual
results may vary materially from those we currently anticipate. Potential risks include
those described in our annual securities report filed with the Kanto Local Finance Bureau,
and you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.

• Unless otherwise noted, the financial data contained in these materials are presented

under Japanese GAAP. The Company disclaims any obligation to update or to announce
any revision to forward-looking statements to reflect future events or developments.
Unless otherwise specified, all the financials are shown on a consolidated basis.

• Information

concerning financial institutions other
subsidiaries are based on publicly available information.
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• These materials do not constitute an invitation or solicitation of an offer to subscribe for

or purchase any securities and neither this document nor anything contained herein
shall form the basis for any contract or commitment whatsoever.
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